
Shipton Spire, new route attempt. Bulgarians M ilkana Ruseva, D im itar Tzolov, Stanim ir 
Zhelyazkov, and I clim bed a variation start to Ship o f Fools. We started up the face between 
Akelarre and the 1992 American attem pt, joined the former, and after climbing a total o f six 
pitches to the top o f the first tower broke out right, climbing seven new free pitches (UIAA VI+, 
IX-/7b, V+, V+, VI, VI+, V+) to a big ledge, where we established a second camp. Six meters up 
to the right we joined Ship of Fools and continued up this for another six pitches before having 
to call it a day and leave for home. The crux IX- pitch was a 50-meter diedre with an off-width 
crack (two protection bolts) and was followed by several chim ney pitches, some o f which were 
dirty and dangerous. Due to poor weather we were only able to climb on eight of the ca 30 days.

Strahil Geshev, Bulgaria



Great Trango Tower, southwest buttress, Azeem Ridge. Josh W harton’s and my route starts on the 
lower right of the broad southwest buttress at just under 4,000m, and climbs to the SW Summit 
(ca 6,237–6,250m, depending on the map) o f Great Trango Tower. This was 17 pitches beyond 
the highest anchors we found from previous attem pts by o ther parties in 1990 and 2000. We 
climbed 54 pitches with 60m ropes and sim ulclim bing a handful o f pitches on the lower half. 
Twenty-five of the pitches were 5.10 or harder. We nam ed the route Azeem Ridge and rated 
it 5 .11R/X M6 A2. Azeem is an Urdu word that means “great,” in size or stature, and, m ore 
im portantly, “great” as a greeting o f fondness and respect between people. Azeem accurately 
summarizes our feelings about the wonderful people we met in the northern  areas o f Pakistan.

We did no fixing and carried no bolt kit. We started climbing around  9 a.m. on July 24 
and sum m ited around noon on July 28. The second jugged w ith the pack where it was steep, 
which was probably half o f the route. We clipped fixed gear from previous attem pts when we 
saw it— mostly belay bolts, and up to a half-dozen protection bolts— but we did not use any of the 
fixed ropes we saw disappointingly abandoned along the route (after our descent, we scrambled 
up and cleaned one that som eone had fixed and abandoned at the start). We carried off all o f 
our garbage (empty fuel canister and food wrappers) but left a few protection pieces fixed along 
with five rap anchors (many cams) and our ropes that got stuck on our final rappel. [A complete 
account of this climb can be found in the Features section of this AAJ.]

Kelly Cordes, AAC


